
Native Ads
For Publishers



E-mail marketing creates robust returns and we are here to help you make the most money possible.

Native E-mails are a new way for you to connect with your subscribers and databases.

We customize advertisements that seamlessly blend in with your newsletter.

These Native E-mails are a non-intrusive way for you to implement advertisements into your e-mails so that your subscribers 
pay attention and want to engage with them.

The more your subscribers engage means the more money you make.

Why not use your e-mail marketing list to your full advantage?

We focus on revenue-generating ads so let us do the work while you collect the money.

Control the Inbox!

Native Ads

Eargo have done something pretty unexpected with hearing aids: 
they’ve made them high-quality, cost-effective, and cool. 

Seriously. Eargo’s hearing aids are small, sleek, and pretty much 
invisible unless someone is really peering into your ear, which wasn’t 
really appropriate even before social distancing arrived.

They offer unparalleled sound – we’re talking top-of-the-line fidelity, 
so you’ll hear the world around you in crystal clarity. It’ll be like the 
world’s in high definition again. 

SPONSORED BY EARGO

Listen to the experts

Request Your Free Sample

3 Stocks to Buy Right Now

Discover 3 companies rated strong buys by Wall 
Street’s Top-Ranked Analysts that you should be
investing in now.
You’ll find their names and ticker symbols in this
special report.

Click here to read more >



We are one of the only platforms in the ad tech market that allows customized ad 
templates and make them programmatic to fit your newsletter and your content 
seamlessly.

We create the right ads for the right audience which ensures these ads will be top yielding 
and revenue makers.

The ads target specific audiences (e.g. food, entertainment, travel, fashion, technology, 
etc.).

Our Native Collections can be an extremely useful tool for publishers to increase their 
revenue with the user experience in mind.

This unique approach can effortlessly allow you to gain audience, engagement and 
retention.

Our synchronized ads look like organic content that do not hamper UX and 
are guaranteed to deliver a seamless experience for your subscribers. 

Get the most out of Native Advertising
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In times like these, It’s more important than ever you take care of 
yourself and those around you.

Eargo take that seriously, which is why they’re offering a free sample 
of their state-of-the-art hearing aid. And when we say state-of-the-art, 
we’re not messing around: it’s pretty much invisible, delivers crystal 
clear sound, and feels so snug you might forget you’re wearing one at 
all.

But Eargo have gone one step further to make the process as safe as 
possible. There’s no need for an in-person fitting, or to head into town 
to pick it up. Eargo do their hearing checks online, and deliver straight 
to your door. And if that wasn’t enough, they’re half the price of other 
medical-grade hearing aids.

SPONSORED BY EARGO

Take care, y’hear?
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To get the most out of Native Advertising, publishers need to have suitable ads 
that meet their requirements and audiences.

We create various and specific ad formats that seamlessly blend in for 
publishers to share the content.

The ads provide opportunities for visitors to read the content while navigating 
around the website.

We have partnered with some of the top publishers including The Washington 
Times, USA Today and Finimize.

Our goal is to help publishers by creating and optimizing the best 
Native Ads for higher CPM and engagement. 

Start Earning Incremental Ad Revenue
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Get Potentially Profitable Trade 
Ideas FREE For All Of 2020

Powered by Interactive Offers

Activate The Conservative Investor Daily’s Newsletter 
now and each day you will receive breaking news and 
investing tips that will keep you up to date and give you 
an edge in your finances. This Newsletter service is 
100% FREE. No CC Required.



We focus on helping publishers generate revenue by offering Native Ads that blend 
and flow seamlessly between their content through multiple channels.

It’s simple. When someone clicks, you earn money.

Our Native Ad experiences capture a user’s attention better than traditional ads 
would, which means more clicks and more revenue. 

Power to the Publisher!

Don’t just take our word for it!
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